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ABSTRACT

~ In this thesis we make an extensive study of, '

the algebraic solutions of ,the functional equation

where the unknown function '" ~ ; m.:lps <1 ring

abe lian group f;. . ,
I

After proving some general results about the

solutions of the equation, we study it over rings

generated by their units, over number rinqs, and over

polynomial rings. We find that over a larqe class of

rings, the equation is equivalent to Cauchy's function-

a1 equation, "and we give ideal-theoretic criteria to

specify when it is not.

Our methods involve a wide variety of techniques

and results from algebra and algebraic number

We complete our s~udy with an

a class of functional equations which generalizes the

above equation. ..
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I:-JTRODllCTI()~. ~, - ~ -

Functional equations ha':c> be"n studH'd by :nathp-

maticians ever SInce the theorv of func=t Ions bC'Lln In th.'

eIGhteenth century. They apnear In virtually f'verV

branch of mathematics, and every student of ~athematlcs

is no doubt familiar with the conceot of a functional. .

e~uation--an equation involvinG functions which arc

considered to be the unknown elements, and which must

satisfy the equation for all values of the variables.

DeSPite their f~equent occurrence, the systematic study

of functional e~uations as an orqanlzca Sublcct In Its

own right beqan only recently.

One of the first 0quatioris to be studied exten-

sively is the (''!uation of additlvlty-C<1uchy's functlon,"ll

-equation:

." .r + '~

Cauchy discovered in 1821 that the only contInuous solutions

,;' : R ., IP of this equation are the linear functions:

:rx' = ~~, where ~ L F. (For this and other general

references in this introduction, see the book by Acz~l [11,

which co~s an extensive ore-19~2 bibliOGraphy of

-1-
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papers on functional equations.) Five years later, Abel
~

solved Cauchy's equation for 90ntinuous functions,on the

comp lex numbers .~: [ .. It ., . .

2 "

I 1875 D b . d C h' 1 b h .",n ar OUX lmprove auc y s resu t y s oWlng

that if a solution !:R • R of Cauchy's equation,is cont-

inuous at any point, it must be continuous everywhere,

and in 1831) he showed thal,. ...the same conclusion foliows,

if ! is non-negative (or non-oositive) on any interval

of the,form (O,~) or' (-a,O), where a>O.

The concept of a Hamel basis (a basis for

<

~-vector space) was invented by G. Hamel in 1905 to

describe the general solution of Cauchy's equation for

functions !:R ~ R. He showed that any solution can be

constructed by choosinq arbitrary values for: on a Hamel

basis for R, and then extending the function to all of ~

by linearity. The topology of the reals does not enter

into this resuit--it is strictly algebraic in nature.

Pexider i~ 1903 investigated bhe following

generalization of Cauchy's equation:

P{x+u) = g(x) + h',~)
"... IL _

where all three functions :, ~, and h are unknown.. . He

showed that the solutions of ~his must satisfy

!(x) - f(OJ ~ ~(x~'- 1(Q) = h(x) - h(Q)

and that the function ~(x) = lex) - fro} must b~ a solution

of Cauchy's equation.
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. ,If A and? are abelian aroups, then the solutions

3

,,' .... '" ~ :, of Cauchy's equat10n are, by aefinitiori, the

group homomorphisms from ~ to R. SO in this general

settin0, the study of Cauchy's eqUatio~l~ simply the

study of the group HOrnz(A'?'--an~bi~ctof great fmport-'

ance in abelian group theory. .'

Caucl,1y's equation is an examp1;e of an c1Zgebr>a:',:::

fu~ctional ~quatio~. By this We mean an equ~tion in-

VOlvi\g.~nlY, Known and ur:~nown funct"1.ons, variables, ~~d

algeb~~ic operations (additio~, subtraction, multiplic-

"'- '.. ..ation, division, and ·functional composition) applied

to the functions and ~ariables. A few other" well-known
.

examples of such functiona~ equations are:

+~ ( .J: ) + :. ( '/ )= . .!
.}

"
(Jensen's, eqUation).

!(x+y) + :(x~?) = ~:(x}:(y) (D'Alembert's equation)

)
p/w ~!'I n)) - ~(r~(~ 'I' ~(~ n))
• 1-.A..," .. ~,... - 0; ~',,--" "" w,,"" (autodistributivity).

r

The (abbreviated) history at Cauchy'§ equation
"'" - .

that we have traced illustrates' the general deve~opment
\

of the study of ,many alge~raic'fuThction~l equations. The
"

-~ equation first arises fram another b~anch of mathematics
" .

or from some physical application, ~r ,perhaps to illustrate
, "

or clarify a'g~ner~l pri~ciple i~ the theory of functional

equations itself. (The origins, ~f' Cauchy" S ,equation lie
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in the problems of the parallelogram of forc~p, the
. I

urement of areas, the introduction of the normal'

meas ....

probability distribution, and others.) The equation is

then solved under some

unknown functions .....pe

rity assumptions on the

aps differentiability, continuity, 0.. .

.-

integrability, or meas ability--whatever is needed for

the ap?lications at ~and. As ~he range ,of applications

::::::::S:n:::e::.
t

:: .~~:~~:::O:::::k::nt::t:-.
regularity assumPt~o~~nderwhich solutions are obtained.

The eventual goal is usual~ to obtain a ?~mplete,

~

general algebraip solution of the equation (without

regularity conditions), as such a solqeion depends only
, .

on.:the fqrm of the equation ~tself and on the algebraic

structure of the domain and range of the u~known functions.

_Jly gen/raliZ~ng"the eguation itself .or by varying the

dornaii a~d range of the unknown functions, we can discover

which of these elements i~ most essential in determining .~
• y

the stru~ture of the set' o~ solutions.

In this thesis, we will', study the following fU;nc-

tional equati-o,n (known as HOSS2U' S' fU'r1otiorzal equatio'IJ.J
:.. , 01· •

•

..

from the algebraic point of view that we ~ave~described.
above .

eJl)

This equation arises from the ,..:thect~y of measures',

I,

"

\
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~nd more generally, from the-study of valuations i~
l~t~ce theory, Let C be a collection of subsets of a

se l X.which contains the empty set and is closed under.t ;'
L~' Rtne operations of finite union and complementation.

- \ " , 'or

Recall tba~ a function ~ defined on ~ and with~yalues in

~R is called a fi~iteZy additiv~ measu~e on X if it

satisfies the equation.",

~(E! ~ ~(F) = ~(EUF)

for all E,F E C sati~fying EnF =~. {See Bachman and

Narici (31', pages 188-195 for an application of such

'measures t<' the so':'called "measure problem".) . This .

condition is equivalent to ~(E) + ~(Fj = ~(EvF) + ~(EnF),

for all E,F E C.. The collection C has the structure of

a compleme~ted lattice, witIT tpe meet and join be~ng

intersection and union, respectively. In this context

our equation becomes

~(E) + ~(F) = ~(EvF) + ~(EAPf .

For general lattices, functions ~ satisfying this' equation

are called valuations (see Birkhoff [4], page 230)., From,

any c'omplemented. latt~ce we' can construct a ring with

the saJ1ll:1A"elements by' setting'x+y = (xvy)'A(xl\yJ c ,

x·y = XAy for all elements x>y of the lattice (where the

superscfipt <; denotes complementation). Then

EvP = E+P-EF ,

so that the equation de£ining a valuation on a lattice

" > •
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becomes ~rE} + ~(F) == ~(E+F-EF) + v(EF). This is Hosszu's

equation.

M. Hosszu f
· .. .. ~ f
~rst .stud~ed 'equat~on ·(H).' or.: r.eal-

valued differentiable functions on R. He showed that

such solutions of (H) must be"of the form f(x) == ax+b

a. (where a ~ b E:'~). We will ca~l such functions affine.

, .

/.,

linear. I~ we diffe~entiate equ~tton (H) with respect
~ .

to x, and then set xi=l, we get f'(1) == f'(y).-that is,'.
II ,

f~ha~ constant derivative, ana hence is affine lin~ar.

At a conference on functional equations in zakopane,

Poland in 1967, Hosszu posed the problem of sdving CH)
• '> ""

'for measurable real functions.

Fenyo .[13] solved Hosszu' s problem in 1969 by

showing that the measurable ~eal sQlutions o~ (H) are. . .

again affine linear. He 1ater extended his investi9Iti~n~
... ~ ...

to ~he,equation !~.
. .

f(a O+a 1x+a Zy+a 3xy) + g(~,O'+~lX+b,2.y+b3XY) e ~(x) + k(y)

,with f"g"h"k:R 4- R unknown functions,' and'a."b. E: JR,
. " "

. (i=1,.2".3" 4) arbitary constants (Fen'yo [14]). Solving
! . .

'this equation for me~surable real functions.turns out to

be basically equivalent to solving equation (H).

In the ~eantime, Swiatak -[20] h~d shown that

the affine linear functions ~re the on~~ solution~'bn R
\.

< ./ - '-: 1 '
-which are cohtinuous at the pair of points' a and;-a.:rQ -1

(0 F a e:' R). Daroczy [8] .and Swiatak [21) later showed
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t at if a solution !:R ~m is L~besgue integrable on certain
"

finite intervals, it must again be affine linea~..
"

The firs~ algebraic res~lt on Hosszu's equation

.was t~e general solution ?f the equation (with no

regula~ity restrictions) for (unctions f:ffi ~ R. Blanusa [5J~

and Dar6czy [91 showed inqependently that any such solution

is of the form f(x) = ¢(x)'+ frO), where ¢:R + mis ~n

.
arbitrary solut~on of Cauchy's ~unctional equation.

.
functions we will call affine.'

Such

; I .

Swiatak [22] extended this result by-5howing that

•if f: P ~ G is a solution of Hosszu r s equation, where p.

is a field not of characteristic 2 or 3 and G is an

abelian group with certain restrictive properties, then·

oj must be affine .. She posed the n~tural problem of

dispensing with the conditions on G required in her

result.' This problem was solved·by Davison [11], who

also dropped the ~haract~ristic cone1tion on P by proving

the following theorem.

THEOREM. Let F be a fieZd with more than four elements J

and let G be an'abelian group. A Junction f:F +,G
(

satisfies f/osszu's equ;atio'n if and only if it· is

affine.
t9

It is clear that, assuming the knqwn'~heory of

Cauchy's functional equation, dll the previously
,

ment~ohed results concerning Ho~sz~'s ~quation follow

j ,
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~,- ...
r

as corollaries of this theorem.

,Davison had soivea, Hosszp's equation for the two

prime fields excluded in the above theor~m in a previous
".

paper [lOll in which in fact he solved the equation for

functions f:l ~ G and f:l/nl ~ C. The results of this

paper showed that on suitable rings there are solutions

of Hosszu's equation which' are not affine. (

In this thesis we will continue the study of

Hosszu's equation for functions' defined on classes of

rings more general than those on which it was previously
~ \

studi%d. - In doing so we wil~ be able: to see more clearly

what aspects of the a~gebraic structure of the ring over

which we are, studying th~ equation affect the structure
, , -

of the solutions of the equation. Ne Ihave seen that .

over certain ring~, the solutions are simply the affine

functions, while over others, there are further solutions.

We will try. to illustrate the reasons for this in our,

study. We will'also briefly consider generalizations

,'of Hosszu's equation. Many of our results, apart from-

any'interest they may have ~n t~emselves, also involve

-~echniques th~t may be applicable 'to the 'algebraic

study of other equations.

In Chapte~ 1, we study, some general ,properties.- .
4 J • • '4 •

of the solutions f:R ~ G of Hosszu's equation, where
')

R is a ring (always with identity) and G an abelian

. ,
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group. 'Among other things'~ we prove_ three reduction

theorems (Propos~tions 1.4.1, 1.5.1, and 1.5.2) whi9h'.., .
allow us to redu~e our study of (H) over R to a study over

direct factors and, in some cases, homomorphic ima\es

of R.

In the second chapter, we study the equation over
".

rings generated by their units, and we apply our result~
, .

to local rings.

Chapter ~ deals with the study of, Hoss~ur? equatio~

over number rings. We give a complete s~lution of the

equation over cyclotomic"rings of integers, and over

'another special -class of ~umber ri~gs 'descbibed in

Corollary 3.2.2. For a~l num~~ngs, we describe

those solutions f which haye tfie property that the

function !f>(x) = !(x) ,- f(OJ is even or odd.

In Chapter' 4, we ,?onsider :~equation for

functions 'defined '~n polynomial rings~ and we Use our

results' to determine the continuous solutions or the

equation over singly gene~ated topological algebras.

, -.

, Finally, in
.

generalizations of

('

Chapter 5, we examine
"f. .. 0(.

~?SszU's eqli~tio~.
. .

various "
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This thesis is devoted to the study of the

functional equation

vv
f(x) + fry) = f(x+y-xy) + f(xy) • (H)

"

. '.

which we call Hosszu's functienal equa"ti-on (or :simply:,

equation (li»). In this 'chapte~, we will assemble,
o ~

. 4 >-

definition~tdescribe"certain constructions, and prove

~ some g~neral resul~s which we will require in the seque;~

We will study the 'equation for unknown functions

!:R -: G from a ring R to an abelian group G. One can see

from the form of the equation that this is a v.ery

naturalosetting in which to study it~

If !:R ~G and g:R ~G are two functions which

satisfy (H), then f+q (the:point~ise sum) will/clearly

qlso sati~fy it. Moreover~ so will the £unct~on f:R ~G
~

defined by' !(r) = f(r) -, frO). since this function' has

,the property that frO) = 0, w~ see that every soluti~n

br-(Hi di~fers by ~ ~nstant .~unCtibn from on~ whose

value at 0 is ·the ze~~lemen~ af the image group~ We

will'therefore ~estrictOUr~n±ionto solutions of. .. ' ,
~ , " .

:·:10-.. '

..,. \. .
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.
(H) with this property, .and we will call such solutions

'. .- - _......

> •

..... HOS8ZU functions on R. Functions wh~Qh satisfy the
, .

equatiori' f(x+y) ~ ·f(x) '+ fry) (Cauchy's equation) will

be called additive,or Cauchy functions. CaucRy functions

ar~clearly always Hosszu. .._

>

1.1 - ODD ~ EVEN HOSSZU FUNCTIONS

,In this section we will introduce two functional

'equa.tions which characterize the odd and even HOSSz~ ~
. '))

functions. By an odd function, of course f ,we mean

one" that satisfies f(-x} = -f(x) for a~l x in its

domain, while an' even function satisfies, f(-x) == f(x).

Every ad~itive function is clearly odd--if it is "also

"even, 'then its image must be a group ~xponent two.

'*Swiatak [20] showed that any odd Hosszu function
. '

on R must be additive" qnd Blanusa, [5] was able ,to use
, .

this fact to show that every H~szu function on R is

additive. We will find both the odd and even Hosszu
<;" ,

functions usejul in .our study,' particularly in Chapter 3.

. J .
PROPOSITION 1.1.1. The function f:R -+- G is an odd-

Hoss~u function if a~d only if fro). = 0 and f '

;atis!i'es: the' functiona Z 'equation

f(xl. + fry) + frxy) == f(x+y*xY) ..

PROOF. If f fs an odd HQSSZU function, then

r

- --

.'"


















































































































































































